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Micro-expressions, as fleeting facial expressions, are very important for judging people’s
true emotions, thus can provide an essential behavioral clue for lie and dangerous
demeanor detection. From embodied accounts of cognition, we derived a novel
hypothesis that facial feedback from upper and lower facial regions has differential
effects on micro-expression recognition. This hypothesis was tested and supported
across three studies. Specifically, the results of Study 1 showed that people became
better judges of intense micro-expressions with a duration of 450 ms when the facial
feedback from upper face was enhanced via a restricting gel. Additional results of Study
2 showed that the recognition accuracy of subtle micro-expressions was significantly
impaired under all duration conditions (50, 150, 333, and 450 ms) when facial feedback
from lower face was enhanced. In addition, the results of Study 3 also revealed
that blocking the facial feedback of lower face, significantly boosted the recognition
accuracy of subtle and intense micro-expressions under all duration conditions (150
and 450 ms). Together, these results highlight the role of facial feedback in judging the
subtle movements of micro-expressions.

Keywords: micro-expression, facial feedback, amplified, blocked, micro-expression recognition

INTRODUCTION

Facial expressions are the most intuitive windows for people to express their emotions and
intentions. Accurately recognizing facial expressions of emotion is arguably the most important
social task we engage as social creatures (Niedenthal and Brauer, 2012). However, not all emotions
are necessarily displayed on the face. As a social creature, we all have the motivation to deceive or
manipulate others. To achieve that purpose, in a number of situations, we all need to hide, disguise,
and inhibit our true emotions (Ekman, 1971). Researchers have found that, despite our efforts to
hide, the true emotions may still leak. These leaked emotions are usually displayed in the form
of micro-expressions (Ekman and O’Sullivan, 2006; Ekman, 2009; Porter et al., 2012; Yan et al.,
2013). Micro-expression is a fleeting facial expression which lasts no longer than 0.5 s (Frank et al.,
2009b; Matsumoto and Hwang, 2011; Yan et al., 2013). It usually occurs in the high-stake situations,
especially for people who have something important to gain or lose (Ekman, 2009). Because of its
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involuntary nature, accurately detecting these micro-expressions
has great application potentials for individuals whose profession
requires face-to-face interpersonal skills, such as health care
workers, psychotherapists, and law enforcement officers (e.g.,
Russell et al., 2006; Russell et al., 2008; Endres and Laidlaw, 2009;
Frank et al., 2009b; Warren et al., 2009; Marsh et al., 2010). In
addition, due to the close relationship between micro-expression
and deception, recognizing micro-expressions is believed to be
one of the most reliable methods to detect lies (e.g., Weinberger,
2010; ten Brinke and Porter, 2012; Frank and Svetieva, 2015).

However, the duration of micro-expression is very short. For
a typical micro-expression, usually it only lasts for 40–500 ms
(Ekman, 2003; Matsumoto and Hwang, 2011; Yan et al., 2013). It
is very difficult for observers to accurately detect and recognize
these fleeting facial expressions in social situations (Ekman
and Friesen, 1969; Ekman, 2003; Svetieva and Frank, 2016).
Conservative tests in the laboratory (by sandwiching the briefly
presented image of facial expression between two masking
neutral faces) also found that it was difficult for participants to
recognize even synthesized micro-expressions (e.g., Shen et al.,
2012, 2016a,b; Hurley et al., 2014; Svetieva and Frank, 2016).
Thus, it would be very helpful for researchers and practitioners if
the accuracy of micro-expression perception could be improved
by training.

Scientists have long endeavored to train people to better
recognize these facial expressions. The Japanese and Caucasian
Brief Affect Recognition Test (JACBART) was the first rigorously
validated test of micro-expression recognition accuracy
(Matsumoto et al., 2000). This test was further evolved into a
self-instructional training package, called the Micro Expression
Training Tool (METT; Ekman, 2002; Matsumoto and Hwang,
2011; Hurley, 2012; Hurley et al., 2014). It has been used to
improve the recognition accuracy of university students, school
teachers, business persons, Coast Guard personnel, and even
patients diagnosed with schizophrenia (Russell et al., 2006, 2008;
Endres and Laidlaw, 2009; Frank et al., 2009a; Marsh et al., 2010;
Matsumoto and Hwang, 2011). Studies even found that, after
the METT training, the communicative skills of participants had
also been improved, and this training effect could be retained for
2–3 weeks (Matsumoto and Hwang, 2011). However, evidence
also indicates that, in the current situation, the validity of
micro-expression training programs is very limited when putting
it into practice. Results showed that, even after the METT
training, the accuracy for recognizing real-world spontaneous
micro-expressions was still less than 40%, which renders this tool
inefficient in practice (Frank et al., 2009a).

To develop more efficient training tools, it is the prime
necessity for researchers to have a more complete knowledge
about the process of micro-expression recognition. Little is
known regarding this process. Only a few studies have
investigated this subject. For example, researchers found that,
factors like emotional context, duration of facial expressions,
age, personality, or profession can affect micro-expression
recognition (e.g., Matsumoto et al., 2000; Hall and Matsumoto,
2004; Hurley, 2012; Shen et al., 2012; Hurley et al., 2014;
Zhang et al., 2014, 2018; Shen et al., 2016b; Svetieva and
Frank, 2016; Demetrioff et al., 2017). Evidence also suggests

that there are different EEG/ERPs neural mechanisms underlying
the recognition of micro-expressions and macro-expressions
(i.e., the typical facial expressions, usually last between 0.5 and
4 s) (Shen et al., 2016a). The brain regions responsible for the
differences might be the inferior temporal gyrus and the frontal
lobe. Furthermore, the left hemisphere was more involved in
processing micro-expressions (Shen et al., 2016a).

Besides the typical visual routes to emotion recognition,
researchers found that people might also make use of
sensorimotor simulation, in which the motor production of
the perceived facial expression was recreated to facilitate
emotion perception (e.g., Oberman et al., 2007; Niedenthal
et al., 2010; Hawk et al., 2012; Price and Harmon-Jones,
2015; for review, see Wood et al., 2016a). Growing evidence
indicates that people automatically and regularly mimic facial
expressions (e.g., Tamietto et al., 2009; Neal and Chartrand,
2011; Bornemann et al., 2012; Korb et al., 2014). These subtle
muscle contractions in the perceiver’s face generate afferent
facial feedback signals to the brain and then the perceiver uses
these feedback signals to reproduce and thus recognize others’
facial expressions (Wood et al., 2016a). Recent studies show
that facial feedback can affect macro-expression recognition.
When facial feedback is temporarily blocked (by chewing, biting,
or intentionally preventing mimicry), the perceiver’s accuracy
of macro-expression recognition is usually lower than normal
(e.g., Oberman et al., 2007; Stel and van Knippenberg, 2008;
Neal and Chartrand, 2011; Ponari et al., 2012; Hyniewska
and Sato, 2015; Ipser and Cook, 2015; for review, see Wood
et al., 2016a). Study also showed that amplifying facial feedback
through a gel facemask improved the recognition performance
for difficult macro-expression recognition tasks, such the Reading
the Mind in the Eyes Test (Neal and Chartrand, 2011). These
studies demonstrate that the facial feedback produced by facial
muscles that occurs involuntarily during perception of one’s facial
expression may later contribute to the efficient and accurate
recognition of that facial expression.

Can facial feedback also contribute to the recognition of
micro-expression? Understanding this question would help
the researchers to extend the embodied theory of emotion
perception, to design better micro-expression recognition tools,
and to develop more efficient deception detection methods.
Recent studies have already shed some light on this question and
they suggest that the answer might be “yes.” Researchers found
that the facial mimicry occurs even in response to expressions
of which the perceiver is unaware (e.g., Dimberg et al., 2000;
Tamietto et al., 2009; Hess and Fischer, 2014), indicating that
the facial feedback signals also exist during the perception of
micro-expressions. One recent study directly found the evidence
that facial feedback signals do participate in the recognition of
micro-expressions. Similar to the study of Neal and Chartrand
(2011), by applying a restricting gel composed of polyvinyl
alcohol and polyvinylpyrrolidone to the full face, the researchers
amplified the facial feedback signals during the micro-expression
recognition process (Wu et al., 2016). Results showed that, the
recognition accuracy of micro-expressions with high intensity
in facial actions (termed as intense micro-expressions in that
study) was unaffected by the gel applying procedure, but the
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recognition accuracy was impaired for micro-expressions that
were low in the intensity level of facial actions (termed as subtle
micro-expressions in that study) after wearing the gel. This study
indicates that actually facial feedback is a deleterious cue for
micro-expression recognition. However, given that this study
utilize the full face as the target area, it is difficult for the
researchers to identify the main source region of that deleterious
effect.

Studies showed that there were different perceptual weights
between different face areas during emotion perception process.
The superiority of the lower face area had been found in the
perception of macro-expressions (e.g., Calder et al., 2000; Cui
et al., 2009; Calvo et al., 2013a; Mu et al., 2017). For example, the
picture of a smiling mouth was found to bias perceived expression
in upper face toward happiness, even when the actual upper face
was not happy (Kontsevich and Tyler, 2004; Calvo et al., 2013a,b).
By employing electromyography (EMG), one recent study on
facial feedback also provides the indirect evidence to suggest
that, during explicit facial imitation of macro-expressions, facial
muscles on the lower face (e.g., depressor) might be more
activated than the upper facial muscles (e.g., corrugator, frontalis;
Wingenbach et al., 2018). Additional evidence suggests that the
lower face also has more weight in the perception of micro-
expressions. Studies have found that micro-expressions on the
lower face inhibited conscious detection of all types of micro-
expressions on the upper face, even when viewers had paid
full attention to the upper face (Iwasaki and Noguchi, 2016).
These results are interesting because these results showed that
the lower face seems to play a more important role in facial
expression recognition. Consequently, combined with the studies
on facial feedback, these results suggest that during the micro-
expression recognition process, facial feedback from the lower
face is the main source of disruption. That is, facial feedback
signals from different partial face areas may have different effects
on micro-expression recognition: While facial feedback from the
lower face is deleterious for micro-expression recognition, facial
feedback from the upper face may still be beneficial. Therefore,
amplifying the facial feedback from the upper face may boost the
recognition accuracy for micro-expressions, but amplifying the
facial feedback from the lower face may impair people’s ability to
read micro-expressions. More importantly, temporarily blocking
the facial feedback from the lower face should be able to improve
the micro-expression recognition accuracy for participants.

In the current study, we investigated the effects of partial facial
feedback on micro-expression recognition by three behavioral
experiments. Specifically, in Study 1 and 2, we tested the effects
of amplified partial facial feedback on the recognition of intense
micro-expressions (Study 1) and subtle micro-expressions (Study
2)1. In Study 3, we tested the effects of blocking facial feedback of
lower face on the recognition of both intense and subtle micro-
expressions. Consistent with previous studies, the division of the
face into upper and lower facial regions was accomplished by
holding a rectangular piece of cardboard in front of the area to

1Following previous study (Wu et al., 2016), for simplicity, we also called the
micro-expressions that are high in the intensity of facial actions as intense micro-
expressions, and called the micro-expressions that are low in intensity as subtle
micro-expressions.

be located. The horizontal edge of the upper face was located
slightly below the bridge of the nose (e.g., Bassili, 1979; Calvo
et al., 2013a,b). In addition, the upper face ranged from this
horizontal edge to the hairline, and the lower face ranged from
this horizontal edge to the chin.

STUDY 1

Given that the amplitude of the facial actions of intense micro-
expressions is high, decoding the movement of intense micro-
expressions should be relatively easier. In Study 1, we investigated
the effects of amplifying partial facial feedback signals (from
upper face or lower face) on the recognition of intense micro-
expressions.

The previous study (Wu et al., 2016) has shown that facial
feedback signals of the full face were ineffective cues for the
recognition of intense micro-expressions. It should be noted that
the duration upper limit in that study (Wu et al., 2016) was only
about 1/3 s. However, researchers have reported that, for a typical
micro-expression, its duration could be much longer (about 1/2 s;
Matsumoto and Hwang, 2011; Yan et al., 2013). Hence, in Study
1, we employed four different settings of duration (50, 150, 333,
and 450 ms) to test our hypothesis.

Method
Participants and Design
G∗Power Version 3.1.9.2 software (Faul et al., 2009) was used to
acquire an a priori estimate of the required sample size. Using the
parameters (power = 0.8, effect size f = 0.25, α = 0.05)2 and giving
the current experimental design, the analysis estimated a sample
size of 102. We finally recruited a total of 132 undergraduates
(Mage = 22.7, SD = 1.79, 37 males and 78 females). The actual
power for this sample size is 0.9. This study was carried out
in accordance with the recommendations of the IRB of the
Institute of Psychology, Hunan Normal University, with written
informed consent from all participants. All participants gave
written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki. The protocol was approved by the IRB of the Institute
of Psychology, Hunan Normal University.

A 3 (partial facial feedback: upper face, lower face, control) × 4
(duration: 50, 150, 333, and 450 ms) mixed-model experimental
design was used, with partial facial feedback being the between-
subjects factor and duration being the within-subjects factor.

Facial Feedback Manipulation
We employed the method of Neal and Chartrand (2011)
to manipulate facial feedback. This manipulation relies on a
well-established principle of proprioceptive feedback whereby
afferent muscle signals are amplified when the initiating
muscle meets resistance or load during contraction (e.g.,

2Study 1 employed the method of Neal and Chartrand (2011) to manipulate facial
feedback. However, the exact procedure of Study 1 was different from their work.
They only applied the restricting gel around the lower forehead, brow, and area
immediately surround the eyes, and their emotion recognition task was much
easier than ours. Therefore their effect size was very large (d = 1.31). To detect
medium-large effect, in Study 1 we employed a more conservative estimation of
effect size (medium effect size f = 0.25; Cohen, 1988).
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Gandevia and Burke, 1992; Allen et al., 2008). Similar to previous
studies, in order to create resistance in response to facial muscle
contractions, we used a gel composed of polyvinyl alcohol and
polyvinylpyrrolidone, which dry and contract upon exposure to
air in approximately 10 min (Neal and Chartrand, 2011; Wood
et al., 2016b). This restricting gel manipulation can amplify
facial feedback signals by preserving the initiation of muscle
movements but increasing participants’ subjective experience
of resistance to these movements. Participants were randomly
assigned to one of the three partial facial feedback conditions,
and all participants were asked to apply the restricting gel to their
faces or their non-dominant inner arms in a thick layer.

Specifically, as for participants who were randomly assigned to
the upper face condition, they were asked to apply the restricting
gel to their upper faces, while a moisturizer (aloe vera gel) was
applied to their lower faces and the restricting gel was also
applied to their non-dominant inner arms. Contrary to the upper
face condition, when participants were randomly assigned to the
lower face condition, they were asked to apply the restricting gel
to their lower faces while a moisturizer (aloe vera gel) was applied
to their upper faces. Similarly, the restricting gel was also applied
to their non-dominant inner arms. The division of the face into
upper and lower facial regions was accomplished by holding a
rectangular piece of cardboard in front of the area to be masked.
The horizontal edge of the mask was placed slightly below the
bridge of the nose (e.g., Bassili, 1979; Calvo et al., 2013a,b). In
addition, the upper face ranged from this horizontal edge to the
hairline, and the lower face ranged from this horizontal edge to
the chin. As for participants who were randomly assigned to the
control condition, a moisturizer (aloe vera gel) was applied to
their whole faces and the restricting gel was applied to their non-
dominant inner arms. These manipulations were simultaneously
performed by three independent research assistants (one for the
upper face, one for the lower face, and one for the arm). The
three assistants finished their procedures in approximate time,
and participants had their eyes closed during the gel applying
procedures (see Figure 1).

Micro-Expression Recognition Task and Working
Memory Task
Twelve models from the BU-3DFE database were randomly
selected (Yin et al., 2006). The database contains 100 models
(56 female, 44 male), with ages ranging from 18 to 70 years
old, and a variety of ethnic origins including White, Black, East-
Asian, Middle-East Asian, Indian and Hispanic. Each model
posed seven facial expressions, which include neutral and six
universal facial expressions (sadness, surprise, anger, disgust,
fear, and happiness) with four different intensity levels in
generalized facial actions (low, middle, and high, very high).
For each of these selected models, the images of his/her six
basic facial expressions (i.e., sadness, surprise, anger, disgust,
fear, and happiness) and the image of his/her neutral face were
selected as the stimulus materials for Study 1. Therefore, a total
of 84 facial images were selected, and we only selected the
facial expressions (excluding the neutral faces) that were rated
to be “very high” in the intensity level of facial expressions
(Yin et al., 2006). The selected models were randomly divided

into four model sets, therefore in each set there were three
models. Then these four model sets were randomly assigned
to the four duration conditions. All of the six categories of
micro-expressions of each model (happiness, disgust, fear, angry,
surprise, and sadness) were presented according to his/her
assigned duration condition (i.e., presented for 50, 150, 333, or
450 ms). The order of the combination of the model sets and
the duration conditions was counterbalanced across participants
by balanced Latin square. The micro-expressions were presented
by employing the JACBART paradigm (Matsumoto et al., 2000;
Matsumoto and Hwang, 2011; Shen et al., 2012; Zhang et al.,
2014, 2018; Svetieva and Frank, 2016), in which the expression
image (presented for 50, 150, 333, or 450 ms) was sandwiched
in between two 1 s presentations of the same expresser’s neutral
face (see Figure 2). After that, participants were asked to select
a single emotion label from a list provided that corresponded
to the expression just displayed. The response options included
sadness, surprise, anger, disgust, fear, happiness, and an option
of “none of the above.” The presentation order of the stimulus
was completely randomized, and each micro-expression of each
model was presented only once. Therefore there were 72 trials in
total. The accuracy data were recorded for this task.

Since it was possible that some of the facial feedback
manipulation procedures were more distracting or consumed
more cognitive resources than the others, and thus confounding
with the effects of facial feedback, participants were also asked to
finish a working memory task, in which participants had to finish
16 modular arithmetic (MA) questions that had been shown
to be highly sensitive to variations in cognitive loads (Beilock
et al., 2004). The data of accuracy and reaction time (RT) were
recorded. This working memory task was directly adopted from
the study of Neal and Chartrand (2011).

Procedure
Participants were told to take part in two unrelated studies.
They were told that the first study was a trial study of a new
cosmetic product. Upon arrival at the event site, participants
were asked to finish the an questionnaire, in which we asked the
participants to answer the following questions: (a) whether now
they could contract their upper face/lower face/non-dominant
inner arm muscles (yes/no) and (b) whether now their skin
of upper face/lower face/non-dominant inner arm felt resistant
to underlying muscle movements (11-point scale, from “not
resistant at all” to “extremely resistant”) and (c) the humidity
they felt on their skin of corresponding areas (upper face/lower
face/inner arm) (10-point scale, from “very dry” to “very wet”).
After completing this questionnaire, participants were randomly
assigned to one of the three partial facial feedback conditions,
then the partial feedback manipulations were delivered. After
wearing the gel for 10 min, participants were required to
fill another questionnaire, in which the contents were almost
identical to those of the first questionnaire except that an extra
question about the comfortableness they felt on their skin of
corresponding areas (upper face/lower face/inner arm) after
applying the gel (10-point scale, from “extremely uncomfortable”
to “extremely comfortable”) was included. Then, participants
were told that they had to wait for a while before being asked
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FIGURE 1 | The division of upper and lower faces and the gel applying procedures on the face. Note that we use the facial images of the first author for illustration.

about the effects of the cosmetics, and in the meanwhile, they had
to complete another study which was an emotion task that had
nothing to do with the cosmetics. Then participants were asked
to finish the micro-expression recognition task and the working
memory task.

Results and Discussion
All participants reported being able to move the relevant muscles
before or after applying the gel. The rating scores of the resistance
were subjected to a 2 (gel applying time: before, after) × 3 (partial
facial feedback: upper face, lower face, control) × 3 (region: upper
face, lower face, non-dominant inner arm) mixed-model analysis
of variance (ANOVA). The results showed that the main effect of
partial facial feedback [F(2,129) = 72.46, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.53],
and the main effect of gel applying time [F(1,129) = 3684.2,
p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.97] were significant, meanwhile the interaction
between partial facial feedback and gel applying time were
significant [F(2,129) = 145.89, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.69]. Moreover,
the main effect of region were significant [F(2,258) = 533.94,
p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.81], and the interactions of all these
three independent variables were significant [F(4,258) = 582.74,
p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.9]. The interaction between region and gel
applying time were significant [F(2,258) = 920.44, p < 0.001,

η2
p = 0.88] and the interaction between the partial facial feedback

and region were significant [F(4,258) = 318.54, p < 0.001,
η2

p = 0.83].
Further simple effects analysis showed that ratings of

resistance of the target regions (i.e., the upper face and arm in
upper face group, the lower face and arm in lower face group,
and the arm in control group) were significantly increased after
wearing the gel (Fs > 1179.63, ps < 0.001; see Table 1), and
the facial feedback manipulation only led to increased ratings of
resistance in the target regions (Fs < 0.18, ps > 0.67). In addition,
after wearing the gel mask, the rating of resistance of upper face in
the upper face group was significantly higher [F(2,129) = 756.44,
p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.92] than those in the lower face (p < 0.001)
and control (p < 0.001) groups, and the rating of resistance
of lower face in the lower face group was significantly higher
[F(2,129) = 838.2, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.93] than those in the upper
face (p < 0.001) and control (p < 0.001) groups. The differences
of resistance in the arm among three partial facial feedback
conditions before or after wearing the gel were not significant
(Fs < 0.17, ps > 0.85). There were no significant differences in
the ratings of resistance among the non-target facial regions after
wearing the gel (within each partial facial feedback condition or
among the three partial facial feedback conditions). The baselines
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FIGURE 2 | The JACBART paradigm. Note that we use the facial images of the first author for illustration.

TABLE 1 | The rating of resistance before and after facial feedback manipulation (Study 1).

Upper face group Lower face group Control

Before After Before After Before After

M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD

Upper face 2.02 0.7 7.32 0.74 2.09 0.71 2.11 0.72 2 0.75 2.02 0.73

Lower face 2.07 0.7 2.02 0.7 2 0.75 7.34 0.71 2.07 0.7 2.02 0.7

Arm 2.05 0.71 7.34 0.71 2.09 0.74 7.36 0.72 2 0.75 7.34 0.71

before wearing the gel and the rating of resistance after wearing
the gel in each target facial region of each partial facial feedback
condition were also homogeneous (ps > 0.72; for more detailed
statistics, see Supplementary Material). These results indicated
that the partial facial feedback manipulations were successful.
They increased the facial feedback from the upper face and the
lower face without incurring other confounds.

The accuracy data of micro-expression recognition task were
then analyzed using mixed-model ANOVA. The main effect of
partial facial feedback [F(2,129) = 3.75, p = 0.03, η2

p = 0.06],
the main effect of duration [F(3,387) = 96.52, p < 0.001,
η2

p = 0.43] and the interaction between partial facial feedback
and duration [F(6,387) = 2.22, p = 0.04, η2

p = 0.03] were

all significant. Simple effects analysis revealed that the effect
of partial facial feedback was significant in the condition of
450 ms [F(2,129) = 11.45, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.15]. However,
there were no significant differences on the recognition accuracy
among the different partial facial feedback groups under the
durations of 50, 150, and 333 ms [Fs < 1.14, ps > 0.32] (see
Figure 3). Further post hoc comparisons (Bonferroni) showed
that, under the condition of 450 ms, the recognition accuracy
of the upper face group was significantly increased compared
with the lower face group [t(129) = 3.39, p = 0.002] and control
group [t(129) = 4.52, p < 0.001]. But, the difference between
lower face group and control group was not significant under
the condition of 450 ms [t(129) = 1.09, p = 0.8]. To explore
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FIGURE 3 | Mean recognition accuracies of intense micro-expressions in Study 1. Error bars represent standard errors. The symbol ∗ indicates that the differences
were significant.

TABLE 2 | The reaction time and accuracy of working memory task (Study 1).

Upper face group Lower face group Control

M SD M SD M SD

Accuracy 0.66 0.20 0.65 0.20 0.72 0.15

RT(ms) 6402 1903 6388 1675 6641 1552

the potential moderation of category of micro-expression on the
effects of partial facial feedback, we further added the factor of
emotion category (i.e., sadness, surprise, anger, disgust, fear, and
happiness) into analysis. The results showed that the interaction
between emotion category and partial facial feedback, and the
interaction of emotion category, partial facial feedback, and
duration, were all not significant (Fs < 1.17, ps > 0.26).

The accuracy and RT data of the working memory task were
analyzed using one-way ANOVA. Results showed that, there were
no significant differences in accuracy [F(2,129) = 1.62, p = 0.2,
η2

p = 0.03] or in RTs [F(2,129) = 0.3, p = 0.74, η2
p = 0.005] among

the upper face, lower face and control conditions (see Table 2).
Thus, the results found in the micro-expression recognition task
of Study 1 cannot be attributed to the differences in cognitive load
caused by facial feedback manipulations.

In summary, the results of Study 1 showed that participants
had better judgment of intense micro-expressions with a duration
of 450 ms when their skin of upper face had been made resistant
to underlying muscle contractions via a restricting gel. Previous
studies on embodied cognition found that facial feedback might
aid emotion perception (e.g., Ipser and Cook, 2015; Lobmaier
and Fischer, 2015; Kaiser and Gcl, 2017). Researchers found
the existence and influence of facial feedback upon numerous

cognitive processes, such as recognition of subtle or ambiguous
expressions, evaluation of the emotional meanings of expressions,
language comprehension, and etc. (Davis et al., 2010; Havas et al.,
2010; Rychlowska et al., 2014). Similar to these studies, the results
of Study 1 also discovered the participation of facial feedback
during the perception of one’s actual social intentions (i.e., the
interpretation of one’s intense micro-expressions). They were
consistent with our prediction and thus provide partial support
to our hypothesis.

STUDY 2

In study 1, we investigated the role of partial facial feedback
played during the recognition of intense micro-expressions.
However, researchers have found that typical micro-expressions
are usually low in intensity (Porter and ten Brinke, 2008; Yan
et al., 2013). Therefore, in Study 2, we further investigated the
effects of amplifying partial facial feedback signals (from upper
face or lower face) on the recognition of subtle micro-expressions.
The recent evidence showed that facial feedback signals from the
full face are disruptive cues for the recognition of subtle micro-
expressions (Wu et al., 2016). Growing evidence also found that
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TABLE 3 | The rating of resistance before and after facial feedback manipulation (Study 2).

Upper face group Lower face group Control

Before After Before After Before After

M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD

Upper face 2.00 0.68 7.44 0.74 1.94 0.72 2.00 0.72 1.97 0.69 2.03 0.7

Lower face 2.08 0.65 2.14 0.64 1.97 0.7 7.39 0.69 2.03 0.7 2.11 0.67

Arm 2.03 0.65 7.39 0.73 1.92 0.69 7.33 0.72 2.11 0.67 7.31 0.71

the lower face has more weight in facial expression recognition
(e.g., Calvo et al., 2013a; Iwasaki and Noguchi, 2016), which
suggest that the lower face is the main source of disruption for the
recognition of subtle micro-expressions. Therefore, we predicted
that amplifying facial feedback of the lower face can reduce the
recognition accuracy for subtle micro-expressions.

Method
Participants and Design
G∗Power Version 3.1.9.2 software (Faul et al., 2009) was used
to acquire an a priori estimate of the required sample size.
Consistent with Study 1, we also used f = 0.25 as our effect
size estimation. Using the parameters (power = 0.8, effect size
f = 0.25, α = 0.05) and giving the current experimental design,
the analysis estimated a sample size of 102. We finally recruited
a total of 108 undergraduates (Mage = 18.69, SD = 1.58, 37 males
and 71 females). This study was carried out in accordance with
the recommendations of the IRB of the Institute of Psychology,
Hunan Normal University, with written informed consent from
all participants. All participants gave written informed consent
in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The protocol
was approved by the IRB of the Institute of Psychology, Hunan
Normal University.

A 3 (partial facial feedback: upper face, lower face, control) × 4
(duration: 50, 150, 333, and 450 ms) mixed-model experimental
design was used, with partial facial feedback being the between-
subjects factor and duration being the within-subjects factor.

Materials and Procedure
In Study 2, the manipulation of the facial feedback, the
experiment tasks and the procedure were exactly the same as
those of Study 1, except that the facial stimulus of Study 2 was very
low in the intensity level. These facial expressions were selected
from twelve models of BU-3DFE database as in Study 1, and we
only selected the facial expressions (excluding the neutral faces)
that were rated to be “low” in the intensity level from this database
(Yin et al., 2006).

Results and Discussion
All participants reported being able to move the relevant muscles
at both time points (before or after applying the gel). The rating
scores of the resistance were subjected to a 3 (gel applying time:
before, after) × 3 (partial facial feedback: upper face, lower
face, control) × 3 (region: upper face, lower face, the non-
dominant inner arm) mixed-model ANOVA. The results showed
that, the main effect of partial facial feedback [F(2,105) = 56.51,

p < 0.001, η2
p = 0.52], and the main effect of gel applying time

[F(1,105) = 3399.6, p < 0.001, η2
p = 0.97], were significant.

The interaction between partial facial feedback and gel applying
time was also significant [F(2,105) = 142.34, p < 0.001,
η2

p = 0.73]. In addition, the main effect of region was significant
[F(2,210) = 540.58, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.84], the interaction between
region and gel applying time [F(2,210) = 689.82, p < 0.001,
η2

p = 0.87], and the interaction between partial facial feedback and
region were significant [F(4,210) = 347.35, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.87].
More importantly, we also observed a significant interaction of
these three independent variables [F(4,210) = 452.36, p < 0.001,
η2

p = 0.9] (see Table 3).
Further simple effects analysis showed that, consistent with

Study 1, ratings of resistance of the target regions (i.e., the upper
face and arm in upper face group, the lower face and arm in
lower face group, and the arm in control group) were significantly
increased after wearing the gel (Fs > 1018.26, ps < 0.001), and
the facial feedback manipulation only led to increased ratings
of resistance in the target regions (Fs < 0.25, ps > 0.62). In
addition, after wearing the gel mask, the rating of resistance
of upper face in the upper face group was significantly higher
[F(2,129) = 689.91, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.93] than those in the lower
face (p < 0.001) and control (p < 0.001) groups, and the rating of
resistance of lower face in the lower face group was significantly
higher [F(2,129) = 752.18, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.94] than those in
the upper face (p < 0.001) and control (p < 0.001) groups. The
differences of resistance in the arm among three partial facial
feedback conditions before or after wearing the gel were not
significant (Fs < 0.76, ps > 0.47). More importantly, there were
no significant differences in the ratings of resistance among the
non-target facial regions before or after wearing the gel (within
each partial facial feedback condition or among the three partial
facial feedback conditions), and the baselines and the ratings of
resistance after wearing the gel in each target facial region of
each partial facial feedback condition were also homogeneous
(ps > 0.99; for detailed statistics, see Supplementary Material).
Therefore, the results showed that consistent with Study 1,
the partial facial feedback manipulations of Study 2 were also
successful.

The accuracy data of micro-expression recognition task were
analyzed using mixed-model ANOVA. The main effect of partial
facial feedback [F(2,105) = 11.33, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.18], and
the main effect of duration were significant [F(3,315) = 63.23,
p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.38]. The interaction between partial facial
feedback and duration [F(6,315) = 0.86, p = 0.52, η2

p = 0.02]
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FIGURE 4 | Mean recognition accuracies of subtle micro-expressions in Study 2. Error bars represent standard errors. The symbol ∗ indicates that the differences
were significant.

TABLE 4 | The reaction time and accuracy of working memory task (Study 2).

Upper face group Lower face group Control

M SD M SD M SD

Accuracy 0.63 0.16 0.64 0.16 0.65 0.19

RT(ms) 6030 1684 6299 1836 6132 2009

were not significant. Further post hoc comparisons (Bonferroni)
showed that compared with the upper face group [t(105) = −4.71,
p < 0.001] and the control group [t(105) = −2.71, p = 0.02],
the recognition accuracy of lower face group was significantly
decreased. In addition, the difference of recognition accuracy
between upper face group and control group was not significant
[t(105) = 2, p = 0.14] (see Figure 4). To explore the potential
moderation of category of micro-expression on the effects of
partial facial feedback, we further added the factor of emotion
category into analysis. The results showed that the interaction
between emotion category and partial facial feedback, and the
interaction of emotion category, partial facial feedback, and
duration, were all not significant (Fs < 1, ps > 0.48).

Consistent with Study 1, the partial facial feedback
manipulations in Study 2 brought similar change in cognitive
load (see Table 4). The results of the working memory task
showed that there was no significant main effect of partial facial
feedback manipulation on accuracy [F(2,105) = 0.12, p = 0.89,
η2

p = 0.002] or on RT [F(2,105) = 0.2, p = 0.82, η2
p = 0.004]

In sum, the results of Study 2 showed that amplifying facial
feedback of lower face decreased the recognition accuracy of
subtle micro-expressions. These results were consistent with our
prediction, they indicated that facial feedback from the lower
face was a deleterious cue for the recognition of subtle micro-
expressions.

STUDY 3

According to our hypothesis, facial feedback from the lower face
is the deleterious clue for the recognition of micro expressions. In
Study 1 and Study 2, we tested the hypothesis by amplifying the
facial feedback signals. If our hypothesis is correct, blocking facial
feedback of lower face would increase the recognition accuracy of
micro-expressions. This possibility was tested in Study 3.

According to the results of Studies 1 and 2, the effects of
amplifying the facial feedback from the lower face did not differ
when the duration of micro-expressions was changed (i.e., 50,
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150, 333, and 450 ms). Therefore, we set the presentation time
of micro-expressions to be 150 and 333 ms in Study 3.

Method
Participants and Design
G∗Power Version 3.1.9.2 software (Faul et al., 2009) was used to
acquire an a priori estimate of the required sample size. Effect
size was estimated according to the study of Rychlowska et al.
(2014). We employ their minimum effect size (f = 0.33; obtained
by blocking the facial mimicry through mouthguard as in this
Study 3) as our estimation (see Rychlowska et al., 2014). The
power analysis (power = 0.8, α = 0.05) estimated a sample size of
78. We finally recruited a total of 80 undergraduates (Mage = 19.2,
SD = 1.67, 12 males and 68 females). This study was carried
out in accordance with the recommendations of the IRB of the
Institute of Psychology, Hunan Normal University, with written
informed consent from all participants. All participants gave
written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki. The protocol was approved by the IRB of the Institute
of Psychology, Hunan Normal University.

A 2 (facial feedback: lower face blocked, control) × 2
(duration: 150 ms, 333 ms) × 2 (intensity: subtle, intense) mixed-
model experimental design was used, with facial feedback being
the between-subjects factor while duration and intensity being
the within-subjects factors.

Facial Feedback Manipulation
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two
facial feedback conditions. Specifically, as for participants who
were randomly assigned to the lower face blocked condition,
each participant received a new, transparent “boil and bite”
mouthguard (the top-bottom type), sealed in an unopened box.
We provided the participants with hot and cold water, along
with the instructions on how to properly wear the mouthguard
using tongue and biting pressure. All participants were asked
to follow the instructed procedure and were asked to wear
the mouthguard during the whole experiment (see Figure 5).
By recording the EMG activity of participants’ facial muscles,
previous study has demonstrated that this manipulation is a valid
procedure for blocking facial feedback of lower face (Rychlowska
et al., 2014). When participants were randomly assigned to the
control condition, they were asked to finish the experiment with a
toothpick in the mouth and hold it by putting the tip of toothpick
in the interdental space and closing the mouth.

Micro-Expression Recognition Task and Working
Memory Task
Twelve models from the BU-3DFE database were randomly
selected (Yin et al., 2006). For each model, the images of his/her
six basic facial expressions and the image of his/her neutral
face were selected as the stimulus materials for Study 3. Facial
expressions of two intensity levels (“very high” and “low”) were
selected for each model (Yin et al., 2006) and a total of 168
facial images were selected. The selected models were randomly
divided into four model sets, therefore in each set there were
three models. Then these four model sets were randomly assigned
to the four experimental conditions. For each model, his/her six

FIGURE 5 | Facial feedback manipulation procedures in Study 3. Note that
we use the facial images of the first author for illustration.

micro-expressions were presented according to his/her assigned
experimental condition (e.g., intense/150 ms). The order of the
combination of the model sets and the experimental conditions
was counterbalanced across participants by balanced Latin
square. The micro-expressions were presented by employing the
JACBART paradigm as in Study 1. The presentation order of
the stimulus was completely randomized, and micro-expression
of each model was presented only once. Therefore there were
72 trials in the micro-expression recognition task. The working
memory task was exactly the same as that of Study 1.

Procedure
Participants were tested individually via the computer by using
the Eprime 2.0 software. They were randomly assigned to one of
the two facial feedback conditions. Specifically, as for participants
who were randomly assigned to the lower face blocked condition,
they were asked to wear mouthguards to finish the experiment.
Participants in the control condition had to hold a toothpick
by their teeth during the whole experiment, and all participants
were told to keep the state until the end of the experiment.
Then participants were asked to finish the micro-expression
recognition task and the working memory task.

Results and Discussion
The micro-expression recognition accuracy data were analyzed
using mixed-model ANOVA. The results showed that the main
effect of facial feedback [F(1,78) = 13.09, p = 0.001, η2

p = 0.14], and
the main effect of duration [F(1,78) = 8.56, p = 0.004, η2

p = 0.1]
were all significant. But the interaction between facial feedback
and duration [F(1,78) = 0.001, p = 0.98, η2

p < 0.001] was not
significant. The main effect of the intensity [F(1,78) = 89.91,
p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.54] was significant. The interaction between
the facial feedback and intensity [F(1,78) = 0.29, p = 0.59,
η2

p = 0.004], and the interaction between duration and intensity
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FIGURE 6 | Mean recognition accuracies of subtle and intense micro-expressions in Study 3. Error bars represent standard errors. The symbol ∗ indicates that the
differences were significant.

[F(1,78) = 1.95, p = 0.17, η2
p = 0.02] were not significant.

We also found the interaction of facial feedback, intensity,
and duration [F(1,78) = 0.29, p = 0.59, η2

p = 0.004] was
not significant. In summary, the results of micro-expression
recognition task showed that blocking lower face feedback
increased the recognition accuracies for both intense and subtle
micro-expressions. The results also showed that the recognition
accuracy of intense micro-expression was higher than that of
subtle micro expression, and the recognition accuracy under
333 ms condition was higher than that of 150 ms condition (see
Figure 6). To explore the potential moderation of category of
micro-expression on the effects of facial feedback, we further
added the factor of emotion category into analysis. The results
showed that the interaction between emotion category and
facial feedback, the interaction of emotion category, facial
feedback, and duration, and the interaction of emotion category,
facial feedback, duration, and intensity, were all not significant
(Fs < 2.13, ps > 0.07).

The accuracy and RT data of the working memory task were
analyzed using one-way ANOVA. Results showed that there were
no significant differences in accuracies [F(1,78) = 1.05, p = 0.31,
η2

p = 0.01] (lower face blocked: M = 0.63, SD = 0.16; control:
M = 0.58, SD = 0.21) or in RTs [F(1,78) = 0.99, p = 0.32,
η2

p = 0.01] (lower face blocked: M = 7040 ms, SD = 2731; control:
M = 6462 ms, SD = 2454) between the two facial feedback
conditions. Therefore, consistent with Study 1 and 2, the micro-
expression recognition task of Study 3 cannot be attributed
to the differences in cognitive load caused by facial feedback
manipulations.

Consistent with our hypothesis, the results of Study 3
found that limiting facial feedback of lower face increased
the recognition accuracy for both intense and subtle micro-
expressions. Similar results were also found by previous studies.
For example, Wood et al. (2016b) found that, amplifying the
facial feedback decreased the recognition accuracy for ambiguous

macro-expressions (created by morphing expressions of anger
and sadness). Taken together, these studies indicate that facial
feedback is not always beneficial for emotion perception, it can
also be a hindrance to the recognition of expressions that are
ambiguous and subtle, such as micro-expressions.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

By focusing on the facial displays of macro-expressions (i.e.,
facial expressions that last between 0.5 and 4 s; Matsumoto
and Hwang, 2011), previous studies on facial feedback have
consistently demonstrated that altering facial feedback impacts
the emotion perception process, changing people’s ability to
discriminate facial expressions (Oberman et al., 2007; Stel and
van Knippenberg, 2008; Neal and Chartrand, 2011; Ponari et al.,
2012; Hyniewska and Sato, 2015; Ipser and Cook, 2015; for
review, see Wood et al., 2016a). However, the present work
is the first to demonstrate that altering facial feedback from
separate facial regions has differential effects on the recognition
of micro-expressions (i.e., extremely quick facial expressions
of emotion that appear on the face for no longer than 0.5 s;
Frank et al., 2009b; Matsumoto and Hwang, 2011; Yan et al.,
2013). In Study 1, the recognition accuracy of intense micro-
expressions was significantly improved in individuals whose
facial feedback of upper face had been enhanced through
a restricting gel. Results showed that such an effect was
modulated by the duration of micro-expressions: Only the micro-
expressions that were long enough in duration (i.e., 450 ms) were
able to be affected by such a procedure. No significant effects
was observed across all duration conditions of intense micro-
expressions when the facial feedback from the lower face was
amplified.

Differential effects of partial facial feedback was also observed
in Study 2. Specifically, Study 2 showed that the recognition
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accuracy of subtle micro-expressions was significantly impaired
when facial feedback from lower face was enhanced. The results
also showed that such impairing effect was consistent across all
duration conditions (i.e., 50, 150, 333, and 450 ms). Furthermore,
the results showed that recognition accuracy of subtle micro-
expressions was unaffected when facial feedback of upper face
was enhanced by the restricting gel, and this effect was also
consistent across all duration conditions (i.e., 50, 150, 333, and
450 ms). It is important to note that, in Studies 1 and 2, the
results showed that the skin resistance of the target facial areas
was comparable between the upper face condition and the lower
face condition after applying the restricting gel, which indicated
that the differential effect of partial facial feedback was not due
to different levels of facial feedback from the upper and the lower
facial regions.

Bidirectional effects of facial feedback has been demonstrated
in the studies of macro-expressions, such that the perception
accuracy not only was improved when feedback was
enhanced but also declined when feedback was blocked
(e.g., Stel and van Knippenberg, 2008; Neal and Chartrand,
2011; for review, see Wood et al., 2016a). Similar bidirectional
relationship had also been found in present study. In Study
3, we blocked the feedback signal from the lower face via
a mouthguard. Results showed that participants become
better judges of subtle micro-expressions under all duration
conditions (i.e., 150 and 333 ms). However, surprisingly, results
of Study 3 also showed that the recognition accuracy of intense
micro-expressions was improved after blocking the lower face
feedback. Taken together, the current results suggest that facial
feedback can modulate the recognition of micro-expressions,
and facial feedback from different facial regions has differential
effects on micro-expression recognition. They suggest that
while the facial feedback from the upper face is an effective
intrinsic cue for micro-expression recognition, facial feedback
from the lower face is ineffective and detrimental for this
process.

Previous study showed that facial feedback cues from full
face were detrimental to micro-expression recognitions only
when the intensity of micro-expressions was low (Wu et al.,
2016). Similar to that work, the current results also showed
that the effects of facial feedback signals were modulated by the
intensity of micro-expressions. Specifically, we found that facial
feedback of upper face affected micro-expression recognition
only when the intensity was high (but not when the intensity
was low). The results also showed that dampening facial feedback
of lower face could improve the recognition accuracies for
both subtle and intense micro-expressions. However, amplifying
these signals only impaired the recognition of subtle micro-
expressions. These results suggest that the facial feedback signals
from the upper face can only participate in the perception
of intense micro-expressions due to the lesser magnitude
of movement in the upper face. The results also suggest
that the facial mimicry of other’s lower micro-expressions
is sufficient enough since that it has already provided the
maximal disruptive information to the recognition of micro-
expressions when the intensity of expressions is high (i.e., no
significant effects were observed when amplifying the facial

feedback of lower face for the recognition of intense micro-
expressions). To explore these possibilities, EMG recordings
of the corresponding muscles (e.g., Künecke et al., 2014) of
the lower and upper faces should be employed for future
works.

Why are the effects of facial feedback from the upper and
lower facial regions different on the recognition of micro-
expressions? Although we derived our hypothesis primarily
from the embodied theory of emotion perception (Wood et al.,
2016a), the current study was not able to answer this question
directly. However, previous studies suggest that the answer may
lie in the differential brain mechanisms controlling the lower
and the upper faces. Researchers found that the upper face is
bilaterally controlled by the precentral gyrus and subcortical
structures such as thalamus and globus pallidus, which make the
movement of the upper face more spontaneous. On the other
hand, muscle movement of the lower face is mainly controlled by
the contralateral projections that originate in the cortical motor
strip, and thus we are able to voluntarily move the muscles
of lower face (e.g., Prodan et al., 2001; Wojciechowski et al.,
2014; Bhushan, 2015; Frank and Svetieva, 2015). The more
spontaneous movement in the upper face may lead to the more
accurate mimicking by the upper face when the duration of
expression is very short, since the more spontaneous mimicking
in upper face may be less dependent on attention and memory
(Ross et al., 2007). Consistently, previous studies found that
the lower face had more perceptual weight in the perception of
micro-expressions (Iwasaki and Noguchi, 2016) and the Chinese
participants paid more attention to the lower part of face while
interpreting facial expressions (Mu et al., 2017). In addition,
the more voluntary movement in the lower face means that
it relies more on attention and consciousness. Such a process
may result in the inconsistent or inaccurate mimicking in the
lower face when the expression is very fast, subtle, or ambiguous
(Wood et al., 2016b; Wu et al., 2016; Wingenbach et al.,
2018). Future studies should address these possible underlying
mechanisms.

To ensure valid control of the stimuli, we employed
the well-accepted paradigm of JACBART (Matsumoto et al.,
2000; Ekman, 2002; Matsumoto and Hwang, 2011; Hurley,
2012; Shen et al., 2012; Hurley et al., 2014; Zhang et al.,
2014, 2018; Svetieva and Frank, 2016). Although previous
study suggests that the exact dynamic motion information of
facial movement may not be necessary for the perception of
subtle and ambiguous expressions since this information might
be automatically extracted during the perception of change
(Ambadar et al., 2005), the JACBART paradigm only employed
3 sequential still images which are definitely different from the
facial dynamics of spontaneous micro-expressions (Yan et al.,
2013). This ecological issue should be addressed in future
by testing the hypothesis on more naturalistic dataset (e.g.,
Yan et al., 2014). Furthermore, given the relationship between
reliable/versatile facial Action Units and macro-expression
(Mehu et al., 2011; Mortillaro et al., 2011; Stewart et al.,
2015), the interaction between facial feedback and specific facial
actions (e.g., reliable Action Units like AU 6) also should be
explored.
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Can the effects of facial feedback be consistent for all the
six categories of micro-expressions (i.e., sadness, surprise, anger,
disgust, fear, and happiness)? Previous study on this subject (Wu
et al., 2016) didn’t take this issue into consideration. Given that
the main purpose of the current study was to investigate the
effects of partial facial feedback on the overall micro-expression
recognition performance, we had only employed three trials for
each category of micro-expressions under each condition. By
using such a design, we did not find any significant moderation
effects of emotion category on facial feedback across our three
studies. However, the embodied cognition accounts postulate
that, during the process of emotion perception, specific facial
muscle manipulation should have its specific effect on specific
category of facial expressions (e.g., Oberman et al., 2007; Ponari
et al., 2012; Wingenbach et al., 2018). This question should be
further investigated by employing more sufficient trial numbers
in the future.

Previous study showed that the facial feedback mechanism
affects the visual perceptual processing rather than the semantic
extraction process for macro-expressions (Wood et al., 2016b).
However, in present study, the task we employed to investigate
the effects of facial feedback on micro-expression processing
involved the generation of emotion word labels for the face
percepts. By measuring micro-expression recognition with this
verbal judgment task, the current results are unable to separate
the potential roles of the facial feedback for visual processing and
for higher-level conceptual processing. Although the duration of
micro-expressions is usually very short which makes it unlikely
that facial feedback can modulate the activation of higher-order
concepts within merely 500 ms (Frank et al., 2009b; Matsumoto
and Hwang, 2011; Yan et al., 2013), one recent study did find
that even with a duration of 40 ms, micro-expressions can be
readily identified at a conceptual level (Shen et al., 2016a). On
which stage does the facial feedback affect the micro-expression
perception? Further research into this question is warranted.

By testing the effects of facial feedback on micro-expression,
the present work contributes to the embodied theory of emotion
perception by demonstrating that the effects of facial feedback
are modulated by time window and intensity of expression, and
by the location of facial manipulations. The present work also
contributes more broadly to growing evidence that that input
from the sensorimotor modality can alter the visual perception
of facial expressions (Wood et al., 2016a). The present and
other cross-modal interactions (Wood et al., 2016a) suggest that
the human brain binds the inputs from separate modalities
to produce better estimates of an external property of the
stimulus.

CONCLUSION

In sum, the findings of the current study develop our
understanding of the effects of facial feedback on the processing
of micro-expressions. They suggest that, similar to the processing
of the slow and clear macro-expressions, the perception of
another person’s fleeting and ambiguous micro-expressions will
also trigger the same processes involved in producing the
expression, but the motor production recreated in the lower
face is an ineffective and detrimental clue for the recognition
of micro-expressions. Our findings provide evidence in support
of our hypothesis that facial feedback from the upper face is
beneficial but facial feedback from the lower face is deleterious for
micro-expression recognition. These findings have the potential
to help the researchers develop more efficient micro-expression
recognition and training tools and thus facilitate the lie detection
process.
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